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Managing in a healthcare organization requires fine-tuned skills. Charged with "getting things done,"

managers are at the center of all the changes affecting healthcare delivery.Dunn and Haimann's

Healthcare Management will help readers gain the skills they need to motivate their teams to meet

increasing demands. The book uses the functions of management - planning, organizing, staffing,

influencing, and controlling - as the primary framework for explaining the supervisor role. The details

of each function are explained and illustrated with examples of common situations. The concept of

authority is also weaved throughout the book.This new edition includes:Additional material on ethics

and ethical decision makingAdditional contemporary management theory including the Parity

Principle and Role TheoryExpanded coverage of hiring and managing a diverse workforceUpdated

information about labor regulations, unions, and grievancesThe supervisor's role in regard to

medical identity theft and e-discoveryNew tools and templates, including a sample telecommuting

agreementUpdated charts and figures and additional reading suggestions
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I purchased this textbook for class. It is very easy to read, but honestly not very evidence based.

There are many opinions and worn out sayings used in the text, but very few references to research

on management practices. Most of the illustrations are stupid cartoons.I have now read half of the

text and had had only one ah ha moment. I would not recommend this unless you need it for your

course.



The book itself meets the needs that that I have for my class assignments.In regards to the

condition of the book itself. The binding is a bit cracked and a couple places where the cover is

lifted. There is highlighter and writing on many of the pages, which I find very distracting. There is

also scribbling on the entire inside of the back cover.

The material is dry but simple to read. There are no great insights. Don't get it unless your professor

requires it. However, if you can borrow one, do it.

If the Dunn textbook is required for your coursework, this is a great option. The text arrived quickly

in perfect condition. Very competitively priced. Happy with the purchase.

Although this book was required for class, I found it easy to read and chapters were outlined nicely

and how important words were were on the side of the page with definition.

Not the most fun topic for school but very important. Easy to understand and write about for

graduate school. If the topic is required the book is worth purchasing.

This book was easy to read, lots of great reference material. You will want to keep this book and

use it to reference other chapters in your life.

Good book on Healthcare Management. I used this book in several of my masters classes. I would

recommend.Megan Tengerstrom
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